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ABSTRACT

To avoid an explicit simulation of the overflows across the Greenland-Scotland ridge, many models of the 
large-scale ocean circulation seek to include the net effect of the inflowing dense water masses by restoring 
temperature and salinity near the ridge to observed conditions. In this paper the authors examine the effect of 
different datasets for the northern restoring condition in two versions, eddy resolving and non-eddy resolving, 
of the model of the North and equatorial Atlantic that has been developed in recent years as a Community 
Modeling Effort for WOCE. It is shown that the use of smoothed climatological fields o f temperature and salinity 
south of the Denmark Strait leads to strong deficiencies in the simulation of the deep flow field in the basin. A 
switch to actual hydrographic data from the Denmark Strait ignites a rapid dynamic response throughout the 
North Atlantic, affecting the transport and vertical structure of the deep western boundary current and, by 
virtue of the JEBAR effect, the transport of the horizontal gyres. Meridional overturning and northward heat 
transport, too weak in the cases with climatological boundary conditions, increase to more realistic levels in the 
subtropical North Atlantic.

The initial response to switches in the high-latitude thermohaline forcing is mediated by fast waves along the 
western boundary, leading to changes in the deep western boundary current in low latitudes after about two 
years in the non-eddy-resolving case. The initial timescale depends on the horizontal grid spacing of the model; 
in the high-resolution case, the first signal reaches the equator in a few months. The adjustment to a  new, 
dynamic quasi equilibrium involves Kelvin waves along the equator and Rossby waves in the interior and is 
attained in less than two decades throughout the North Atlantic. It is suggested that these fast dynamic adjustment 
processes could play an important role in possible fluctuations of the thermohaline circulation, or transitions 
between different equilibrium states of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system, and may have determined the 
timescale o f the observed climatic transitions before and during the last deglaciation.

1. Introduction

The meridional volume transport of the thermo
haline cell in the North Atlantic is of great interest in 
the context o f large-scale circulation studies, because 
it represents a dominant factor for poleward transport 
o f heat. Under present climate conditions, the main 
pattern of the overturning cell is given by the southward 
spreading o f North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW ) 
originating from deep winter convection in the Lab
rador Sea and north o f Iceland. The bulk o f NADW  
is carried southward by deep western boundary currents 
(DWBC) along the American continental slope (Fine 
and Molinari 1988; Molinari et al. 1992). Deep water 
formation rates and the magnitude o f the meridional 
overturning are under debate. Evidence from water 
mass analysis and hydrographic sections (Gordon 
1986; Schmitz and Richardson 1991; Roemmich and
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Wunsch 1985 ) indicates a transport o f  the NADW cell 
of 13-20 Sv (Sv s  IO6 m3 s-1), associated with a 
northward heat transport in the subtropical North At
lantic at 24°N o f 1.2 ±  0.3 PW (Haii and Bryden
1982).

Numerical models of the wind-driven and thermo
haline circulation very often had problems in repro
ducing its observed magnitude. A too weak southward 
transport of NADW, especially of lower NADW, was 
noted in various model studies using realistic bathym
etry and forcing, including the Atlantic model o f Sar
miento (1986), the experiments within the World 
Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) Community 
Modeling Effort (CME) (e.g., see Bryan and Holland 
1989; Böning et al. 1991), and the global model of 
Semtner and Chervin (1992). Each of these models 
had a closed wall near 65°N and the effect o f exchange 
with the Nordic Seas was taken into account by re
storing the model temperature and salinity fields near 
this boundary toward the observed, climatological 
values.

The factors controlling the magnitude of meridional 
overturning and heat transport in such model simu-
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lations are not fully understood yet. Using restoring 
boundary conditions at the surface and lateral open 
boundaries excludes the possibility of multiple equi
librium states for the thermohaline circulation (Ma- 
rotzke and Willebrand 1991; Weaver and Sarachik 
1991).

The thermodynamic equilibrium state under given 
restoring conditions was shown to depend critically on 
model factors like diapycnal diffusivity (Bryan 1987; 
Colin de Verdiére 1988) and the numerical advection 
scheme (Gerdes et al. 1991). Maier-Reimer et al. 
( 1993 ) demonstrated the sensitivity of the overturning 
to changes in the surface heat flux forcing. However, 
it is not yet clear what factors essentially control the 
results of high-resolution models, as used in the CME 
or in Semtner and Chervin ( 1992), that are far from 
thermodynamic equilibrium: after an integration pe
riod of several decades, the hydrographic fields in the 
deep ocean interior in these models have not drifted 
far away from the initial conditions given by the cli
matology of Levitus ( 1982).

The thermodynamic spinup of a primitive equation 
ocean model from a state of rest, and given hydro- 
graphic conditions, can be characterized by several 
stages with very different timescales. The initial geo- 
strophic adaptation process accomplished by internal 
gravity waves during the first days and weeks is followed 
by a dynamic response to the atmospheric forcing on 
a timescale given by the travel time of baroclinie Rossby 
waves through the basin. During this initial dynamic 
adjustment phase—that is, the first 10-20 years—the 
mean density structure below the thermocline remains 
close to the start conditions, except for regions of strong 
currents, for example, near the western boundary, or 
regions with deep winter convection. This state will be 
called here “dynamic quasi equilibrium.” The ther
mohaline adjustment proceeds on a much longer 
timescale, dictated by the slow diffusive and advective 
processes in the deep ocean interior. An equilibrium 
between the thermohaline fluxes at the surface and lat
eral boundaries and the ocean circulation will be 
reached after several hundreds or thousands of years.

The dynamic part of the spinup of the deep ocean 
circulation had been examined by Kawase ( 1987) in 
an inspiring work using a two-layer model of a rectan
gular ocean basin without topography: The response 
signal to deep-water production in the subpolar ocean 
is carried by baroclinie Kelvin waves equatorward 
along the western boundary, then along the equator 
and later poleward along the eastern boundary. From 
there, long Rossby waves are radiated, setting up the 
deep interior poleward flow consistent with the dy
namical ideas of Stommel and Arons ( 1960) (in the 
limit of negligible damping of long Rossby waves). In 
that idealized model the spinup takes about 200 days. 
This problem was resumed by Suginohara and Fuka- 
sawa (1988) using a six-level, primitive equation

model, and Kawase et al. ( 1992) using a model with 
high resolution both in the horizontal and vertical di
rection. Similar adjustment processes were noted in 
these numerical studies, but the equilibration took sev
eral years now, apparently due to the presence of slower 
baroclinie modes of higher order.

In this paper, we shall use various versions of the 
CME model to examine the response of the thermo
haline circulation in the North Atlantic to quantitative 
changes in the lateral thermohaline forcing. These 
questions are especially referred to in this work: How 
sensitive are the meridional overturning and heat 
transport to the specification of the northern thermo
haline boundary conditions (0 , S)  in a basin-scale 
model? What is the effect of a changed thermohaline 
circulation on the vertically integrated, horizontal cir
culation? On which timescales does the model respond 
to a sudden change in the boundary conditions and 
which processes determine the response timescale? We 
restrict our considerations to timescales of less than 20 
years, wherein we can expect a new dynamic quasi 
equilibrium. The adaptation to a full thermodynamic 
equilibrium proceeds on a much longer timescale, 
which is beyond the scope of this study.

The paper is organized as follows: After a description 
of the model experiments (section 2), we will examine 
the temporal behavior of the deep flow and meridional 
overturning after sudden changes in the thermohaline 
forcing (section 3). It will be shown that the dynamic 
response to changes in the subpolar area affects the 
whole North Atlantic within about 2 years: a timescale 
already suggested by the idealized models. In section 
4, we will compare the different quasi-equilibrium 
states with respect to the structure of the circulation 
and the associated heat transports. A summary and 
conclusions will be given in section 5.

2. The model

The numerical model is based on primitive equa
tions as described by Bryan ( 1969) and Cox ( 1984). 
The specific model configuration was developed by 
Bryan and Holland (1989) in the WOCE CME. Two 
versions of this model will be used here: a non-eddy- 
resolving version with a horizontal resolution of 1 ° in 
latitude and 1.2° in longitude, and an eddy-resolving 
version with a resolution of 1 /3° by 0.4°. The model 
domain encompasses the Atlantic Ocean between 15°S 
and 65°N, with realistic bathymetry. The northern and 
southern boundaries are closed to normal flow, and 
there is also no flow into or out of the Mediterranean 
Sea. The vertical coordinate is discretisized into 30 lev
els; the vertical grid spacing increases smoothly from 
35 m at the surface to 250 m below 1000-m depth. 
The maximum depth is 5500 m.

All model cases described here are forced with the 
climatological monthly mean wind stresses of Isemer
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and Hasse (1987). The thermohaline circulation is 
driven by a relaxation of temperature and salinity at 
the surface and at the northern and southern bound
aries. The surface salinity is relaxed to the monthly 
mean values of Levitus ( 1982), and the surface tem
perature to monthly values of “apparent” atmospheric 
temperature as described by Han (1984). That heat 
flux formulation implicitly includes such effects as di
rect solar shortwave radiation and wind speed depen
dence of the air-sea heat transfer. A surface mixed layer 
model of Kraus-Turner type is included as a purely 
vertical process. The model satisfactorily simulates the 
observed seasonal cycle of heat storage and surface heat 
flux over the North Atlantic (Böning and Herrmann 
1994). Because of the restricted model domain, buffer 
zones are incorporated at the northern and southern 
boundary in which potential temperature (0) and sa
linity (5 ) are restored to observed climatological 
monthly mean values. The artificial water mass trans
formations thereby enforced in these zones represent 
a crude model counterpart to the diapycnic processes 
taking place outside the model domain, that is, pro
duction of the source waters for lower NADW in re-
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Fig . I. Potential temperature in the Denmark Strait restoring zone 
(in  °C ) (a ) based on Levitus ( 1982), and (b )  with idealized DSOW  
introduced at the deep western slope region. Contour interval is 0.5°C.

Fig . 2. Observed potential temperature (in  °C ) from the TTO  
section just south o f  the Denmark Strait (from 65°N , 35°W  to 63°N , 
28°W ) [ from Smethie and Swift ( 1989).].___

gions north of Iceland, and upwelling of NADW in the 
global ocean. In previous CME experiments, as in other 
model studies (e.g., Sarmiento 1986; Semtner and 
Chervin 1992), the monthly mean values as given by 
the climatology of Levitus ( 1982) were used for this 
restoring. It is important to note that due to the spatial 
smoothing, which had been necessary in the production 
of the climatological dataset (Levitus 1982), the signal 
of Denmark Strait overflow water (DSOW ) along the 
East Greenland continental slope is almost completely 
lost (Fig. la ). The dynamic effect of this signal on the 
structure and magnitude of the thermohaline cell in 
the North Atlantic provides the main focus of the pres
ent experiments.

We have constructed an alternative formulation for 
the model buffer zone south of the Greenland-Iceland 
ridge based on an actual observed hydrographic section. 
The frontal features in that region and the narrow core 
of DSOW cannot properly be resolved in a 1 ° model. 
The new buffer zone conditions were hence constructed 
in a somewhat idealized way: based on a single section 
(Fig. 2; Smethie and Swift 1989), a minimum potential 
temperature of 0.0°C is prescribed at the lower western 
slope of the Denmark Strait (Fig. lb ). We assume that 
there is no seasonal cycle in the prescribed DSOW core, 
consistent with recent observations (Dickson et al. 
1990). Away from the Greenland continental slope, 
the new restoring data are merged with the Levitus 
climatology, which becomes dom inant 200 km east of 
the slope and 300 m above the bottom. The layers 
above 700 m are unaffected by the section data, that 
is, the hydrographic conditions are the same as in the 
previous experiments. The model boundary zone is 
located at the southern slope of the Denmark Strait; 
its depth therefore exceeds the original sill depth 
of 700 m.
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In each model version the meridional extent of the 
buffer zone is given by five grid boxes, that is, 5° in 
the coarse-resolution cases and 1.67° in the high-res- 
olution cases. The restoring timescale in the buffer 
zones varies from 5 days in the first grid cell adjacent 
to the boundary to 25 days in the fifth grid cell away 
from the boundary. We make the assumption that the 
hydrographic conditions of the cold DSOW core, as 
given in the actual section from the southern slope of 
the Denmark Strait, do not significantly vary in down
stream direction. All model versions use the same coef
ficients for vertical diffusivity (0.3 X 10~4 m 2 s -1 ) and 
viscosity (IO -3 m2 s_1). However, different schemes 
for horizontal friction are adopted for the high- and 
low-resolution cases. For horizontal diffusion and vis
cosity a biharmonic scheme with constant coefficient 
( —2.5 X 10“ m4 s-1) is used in the high-resolution 
model. In contrast, a Laplacian lateral friction and iso- 
pycnal diffusion is adopted in the coarse-resolution 
model, to account for the mixing effect of mesoscale 
eddies (Redi 1982; Cox 1987). The coefficients for 
along isopycnal diffusivity are depth-dependent and 
vary between 2 X IO3 m 2 s -1 at the surface and 0.5 
X IO3 m 2 s at greater depths with an c-folding depth 
scale of 500 m. To prevent numerical noise, a back
ground lateral diffusivity ( IO2 m2 s_1) is necessary. A 
constant eddy coefficient is used for the horizontal vis
cosity in the coarse-resolution model ( IO4 m2 s_1 ).

The outline of the model experiments is as follows: 
The spinup of the coarse-resolution model started with 
the Levitus January temperatures and salinities; a re
storing to climatological 6 and S  was used in the buffer 
zones. After 50 years of integration ( t0), several ex
periments were started, differing in thermohaline forc
ing. In the reference case

C l. the climatological conditions in the northern 
buffer zone were retained.

In experiment

C2. the buffer zone condition was replaced by the 
new condition based on the actual section data. This 
case, integrated over a period of 25 years, will provide 
the main focus of our analysis. The temporal behavior 
of the meridional overturning in this “spinup” exper
iment is complemented by a “spindown” experiment

C3. in which production of deep water in the sub
polar North Atlantic was drastically reduced, by lim
iting wintertime surface cooling to minimum temper
atures of 7°C, and changing the restoring in the north
ern buffer zone to August values above 700 m. Below 
that depth, the restoring was omitted.

These coarse-resolution cases are complemented by two 
experiments with the high-resolution (1 /3 ° )  CME 
model. The initial experiment with that model at 
NCAR (Bryan and Holland 1989) was a 25-year sim
ulation starting from the temperature and salinity fields

of Levitus ( 1982). Based on this initial spinup, a num 
ber of model experiments has been performed both at 
the National Center for Atmospheric Research 
(NCAR) and the Institut für Meereskunde (If M ), Kiel, 
mainly aimed at the model’s sensitivity to resolution, 
friction, and wind forcing; for an overview the reader 
is referred to Bryan et al. ( 1994). For the present study,

Experiment 4 described in Böning and Herrmann 
( 1994) serves as a reference case, with climatological 
restoring in the northern buffer zone, analogous to ex
periment C l.

The high-resolution equivalent to experiment C2, rep
resented by

Experiment 6 in the sequence of the Kiel CME ex
periments, includes the actual section data in a similar 
manner as shown in Fig. lb. With this buffer zone the 
model was integrated for a period of 14 years.

3. Temporal behavior of deep circulation and
meridional overturning

The zonally integrated meridional volume transport 
(“overturning” ) and the northward heat transport are 
integral representations of the circulation in the me
ridional-vertical plane, which may serve as indicators 
of large-scale thermohaline circulation changes. The 
streamfunction 4> of the meridional volume transport 
is given by

J ’ ^west

va eos<pd\ ( 1 )
êast

J'^w est

wacos<pd\, (2 )
^east

where v and w are meridional and vertical velocities,
a is the earth’s radius and <p and X are latitude and
longitude. The northward heat transport Q is the ver
tical and zonal integral of the meridional heat advection 
and diffusion (Bryan 1962):

J '^west

(v T  -  AH'VT)a  eos<pdzd\.
w  J-HW

(3)

The temporal behavior of the maximum overturning 
and heat transport at selected latitudes is shown in Figs. 
3 and 4 for cases C 1, C2, and C3. The maximum over
turning is associated with the major deep cell centered 
around 1500 m (see section 4, Fig. 8a). A running 
mean filter of 1-year length is applied to the time series 
to reduce noise due to the seasonally varying wind field. 
The temporal change of the meridional overturning in 
the reference run C 1 is small after 50 years of integra
tion. The switch to the new buffer zone condition (C2) 
results in a strong increase of the transport, with an
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Fig . 3. M aximum o f  the zonally integrated volume transport 

streamfunction, in the depth range o f  the major deep cell, at selected 
latitudes as a function o f  time, for the coarse-resolution experiments 
C l (reference case, unlabeled), C2, and C3 (a l-year running mean 
filter has been applied).

overshooting in midlatitudes. The northernmost curve 
(44°N, approximately the latitude of maximum over
turning) reaches a maximum after 3 years. At 34°N it 
takes 7 years. More southerly, first maxima are reached 
after 8 years. Everywhere in the North Atlantic, the 
meridional overturning adjusts to a new dynamic quasi 
equilibrium about 10-15 years after the switch to the 
new boundary condition. The northward heat transport 
in experiment C2 (Fig. 4) shows a similar evolution. 
At all latitudes, the heat transport settles down to a 
new, higher value after running through an interme
diate maximum. Averaged over all latitudes, there is 
an enhancement of about 0.2 PW. The initial maxima 
are reached in a time sequence from north to south. 
The adjustment times are the same as in the overturn
ing signal.

The maximum overturning of the spindown exper
iment C3 decreases on a similar timescale as experi
ment C2. The transport curves from all latitudes show 
a smooth decay to lower equilibria without any over
shooting. The maximum overturning at 44°N is re
duced from 17 Sv to 9 Sv within 9 years. In middle 
and lower latitudes, it takes about 13 years to reach a 
new dynamic quasi equilibrium. The same decay is 
visible in the heat transport (Fig. 4 ). Thus, the decadal 
timescale of the adjustment processes to different step- 
function-like boundary condition changes appears to 
be a robust feature of the model.

The effect of horizontal resolution on the adjustment 
process is examined with experiment 6, the 1/3° model 
equivalent to the 1° case C2 (Fig. 5). The high-reso
lution experiment has been integrated for only 14 years 
on account of limited computing capacities. Because 
of the different reference states (see section 4), the 
overturning curves of the two experiments shown in 
Fig. 5 are normalized with the transport at t0 + 0.5 
years (the start of the time-filtered time series) to en
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0-(/>
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<  0.4
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15 t - t 0 (YEARS) 2i

Fig . 4. Northward heat transport at selected latitudes as a function 
o f  time for the coarse-resolution experiments C l (reference case), 
C2, and C3 (a l-year running mean filter has been applied).

hance comparability. The temporal evolution of the 
high-resolution case is markedly different during the 
first years. The initial increase in the overturning occurs 
much more rapidly, within several months, both in 
midlatitudes and in the Tropics. The slower initial re
sponse in the low-resolution experiment (C2) suggests 
an influence of grid resolution on the dominant initial 
processes in the model. The approach toward a new 
dynamic quasi equilibrium in the high-resolution case 
is less smooth than in the 1 ° model, and characterized 
by strong interannual fluctuations, especially in the 
tropics. Due to the rich spectrum of oscillations possible 
in an eddy-resolving model, it would generally require 
a multiyear averaging (and longer integration) to de
fine, in a statistical sense, a new equilibrium state. 
Nevertheless, the 4°N curve seems to oscillate around 
a new mean state after about 8-10 years of integration. 
Averaged over the last 4 -6  years, the overturning in 
the low latitudes has increased by 70% to 80% com-
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Fig . 5. Initial response o f  the m aximum o f  the zonally integrated 
volume transport streamfunction, in the depth range o f  the major 
deep cell, at selected latitudes as a function o f  time for the coarse- 
resolution experiment C2 and the high-resolution experiment 6. With 
a l-year running mean filter.
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pared to the reference case. Apart from the quantitative 
difference in the timescale, all three experiments with 
changed boundary conditions (C2, C3, experiment 6) 
indicate the presence óf a fast initial response process. 
Even near the equator, we begin to detect a change in 
the overturning rate of the 1 ° model during the second 
year after the switch to the new boundary condition. 
As will be seen below, the initial response is confined 
to the western boundary of the ocean basin and reflects 
the evolution of the DWBC. A two-year timescale is 
obviously too short to be caused by advection. The 
signal at lower latitudes has to be mediated by waves.

In the idealized spinup study of Kawase ( 1987 ), the 
source radiates coastal Kelvin waves propagating south 
along the deep western boundary and entailing an ini
tial boundary current. After some weeks they reach the 
equator and are transformed into equatorial Kelvin 
waves. These become coastal Kelvin waves again, when 
they encounter the eastern wall. The equatorial and 
the eastern boundary Kelvin waves radiate long Rossby 
waves, which set up the deep interior flow and modify 
the DWBC when reaching the western boundary. The 
timescale of the complete spinup is about 200 days. 
Suginohara and Fukasawa ( 1988) extended the ideal
ized study to a six-level problem and confirmed the 
principle spinup mechanism of Kawase. Due to the 
presence of slower baroclinie modes in their six-level 
model, the adjustment timescale is enhanced to about 
10 years.

Here, we are concerned with a stratified model with 
topography and a rigid lid on top. Possible coastally 
trapped wave processes include internal Kelvin waves 
modified by topography, and shelf waves modified by 
the presence of stratification (Mysak 1980). Both wave 
modes propagate with the coast to the right (in the 
Northern Hemisphere). For different shelf forms, there 
are various combinations of the two parts of these hy
brid wave modes. In general, weak stratification results 
in nearly pure barotropic shelf waves, whereas Kelvin- 
like modes are established when the stratification 
strengthens (Huthnance 1978).

The 1 ° model cannot properly represent the prop
erties of internal Kelvin-like wave modes. Their first 
mode offshore scale is given by the internal Rossby 
radius (20-40 km in the midlatitude North Atlantic). 
The effective Rossby radius in a discrete numerical 
model, and thus the offshore scale, widens with in
creasing lateral viscosity and increasing grid spacing 
(Hsieh et al. 1983). The zonal grid spacing of the 
coarse-resolution model at 30°N (115 km) is about 
three times the Rossby radius. For such a case, Hsieh 
et al. ( 1983) found a doubling of the effective Rossby 
radius and a reduction of the phase speed by a factor 
of 3 solely due to the resolution. Lateral viscosity, as 
prescribed by subgrid-scale processes and numerical 
constraints, reduces the phase speed (Davey et al.
1983). The artificial reduction of the phase speed and

the flattening of the offshore structure thus decrease 
the efficiency of the internal Kelvin-like modes of the 
hybrid waves in coarse resolution numerical models. 
In such cases as in the 1 ° model the signal will be trans
mitted more effectively by the less distorted, modified 
shelf waves running south along the deep western 
boundary. With higher resolution, the numerical dis
tortion of the offshore structure and the phase speed 
of the internal modes is much weaker. This could ex
plain the faster initial increase of the overturning in 
the 1/3° model (experiment 6, Fig. 5). Weakly dis
torted internal Kelvin-like waves are much faster than 
shelf waves and can thus cause a faster transfer of in
formation from the northern boundary to the equa
torial waveguide in the high-resolution model.

To examine the structure of the response processes 
taking place in the present model experiments, the sig
nal has to be separated from the strong, wind-induced 
background variability. In Fig. 6 the response signal in 
the velocity field of experiment C2 is extracted by sub
tracting the corresponding velocities of the reference
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Fig . 6. Velocity anomalies in experiment C2 (difference between 
C2 and the reference experiment C l)  in 3375-m depth at (a ) 1.6, 
(b ) 2.6 years after the change o f  the northern boundary condition. 
Vectors larger than 0.5 cm  s -1 are set to 0.5 cm  s -1 to avoid optical 
confusion.
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case C 1, thereby removing the repetitive, wind-driven 
seasonal cycle. Similar to the idealized models discussed 
above, the sequence indicates a response pattern with 
wave fronts moving south along the western boundary. 
The initial boundary current anomaly in its wake ex
tends over the whole water column. It is directed 
northward at shallow levels ( not shown ) and southward 
in the DWBC-level (Fig. 6). During the second year, 
the signal reaches the equator, where it is converted 
into equatorial Kelvin waves. Figure 7 shows the ve
locity anomaly pattern for a level above the Mid-At
lantic Ridge. At greater depths, that is, below 3000 m 
(not shown), the situation is somewhat different be
cause the topography blocks eastward propagation of 
wave fronts along the equator and enables a local ad
justm ent in the deep western basin.

Encountering the eastern wall (in experiment C2 
not later than 2.3 years after switching) the signal ex
cites poleward running boundary waves and north
westward (in the Northern Hemisphere) propagating 
Rossby waves. A typical signature of these waves is the 
arc, also found by Gerdes and Wiibber ( 1991 ), that 
can be identified between 5°N and 10°N (Fig. 7). Be
cause of the dominating role of Rossby waves in the 
latter phase, the adjustment time for a new dynamic 
quasi equilibrium should, as in the case of a wind- 
driven spinup (Anderson and Killworth 1977), be 
governed by the timescale of waves crossing the Atlan
tic, that is, 10-20 years in the midlatitude North At
lantic, consistent with the results of both the low- and 
high-resolution model cases.

4. Large-scale circulation and heat transport in 
different dynamic quasi equilibria

The temporal behavior examined in the previous 
section suggests that the final states of experiments C l, 
C2, and C3, as well as the high-resolution reference 
case (experiment 4), can be considered to be in near
dynamic quasi equilibrium with the thermohaline 
fluxes specified at the surface and the boundaries. As 
already noted, neither model is in full thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Temperature, salinity, and, in turn, the 
velocity field are still evolving on a much longer time
scale given by the weak advective and diffusive pro
cesses in the deep ocean interior. After a few decades 
of integration the deep 8 and S  fields are still reflecting 
the start conditions, except in regions of strong advec
tive processes or convective activity. In the following, 
the structure of the deep circulation and overturning 
in the final states of the experiments shall be examined 
for the effects of the different northern boundary con
ditions.

The annual mean meridional volume transport 
streamfunction (Fig. 8) exhibits qualitatively similar 
structures in all experiments. The main features differ 
only quantitatively and in their spatial extent and po-

10° -

0.04

5°-

30° 10° W50° 2 0 °

Fig . 7. Zonal velocity anomalies (cm  s-1) in experiment C2 (dif
ference between C2 and the reference experiment C l)  at 1125-m  
depth, year 2.6 after the change o f  the northern boundary condition. 
General contour interval is 0.02 cm s~‘ ; it is decreased to 0.003 cm s" 1 
for values greater than -0 .0 0 9 , north o f  about 5°N .

sition. The major overturning cell is centered between 
1000 and 2000 m depth and extends over the entire 
latitudinal range of the model. Its lower branch ac
counts for the southward transport of North Atlantic 
Deep Water (NADW ). It is driven by the watermass 
conversion in the northern and southern boundary 
zones and by deep winter convection in the subpolar 
North Atlantic, especially in the Labrador Sea. The 
NADW cell is underridden by an Antarctic Bottom 
Water ( AABW) cell, originating in the deepest part of 
the southern buffer zone and spreading northward up 
to a maximum latitude of 45 °N. (Parts of the AABW 
extend farther north, which cannot be seen in the zon
ally integrated meridional overturning streamfunction.) 
In the surface layers, there is a system of shallow, wind- 
driven cells. Ekman divergence at the equator forces 
upwelling of more than 30 Sv. Ekman convergence 
around 25 °N results in a downwelling of about 18 Sv.

In the non-eddy-resolving reference experiment C l, 
the maximum overturning ( 17 Sv) of the NADW cell 
is found at 44°N (Fig. 8a). There is a sinking of about 
13 Sv in the northern buffer zone, north of 60°N, and 
4 Sv between 60° and 44°N. The southward NADW 
branch extends down to about 3500 m in the subpolar 
and to 3200 m in the subtropical North Atlantic. The 
AABW cell carries about 4 Sv. In the high-resolution 
reference case (experiment 4, Fig. 8d) the maximum 
overturning (12 Sv) and the vertical extent of the 
NADW cell ( 2500 m) are smaller than in the coarse- 
resolution case. The weaker NADW cell may partly be 
explained by the narrower, less effective restoring zones 
at the northern and southern boundary.

The main effects of the core of colder water (0°C 
instead of 3°C) in the northern restoring zone of ex
periment C2, are a vertical widening and increased
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transport of the NADW cell (Fig. 8b). The cell’s core 
is shifted downward to depths between 2000 and 2500 
m. The maximum transport increases to 21 Sv at about 
43°N; the additional transport of 4 Sv compared to 
experiment C 1 is due to enhanced downwelling in the 
northern boundary zone. Less water is rising in mid
latitudes (2 Sv). Thus, the southward transport of 
NADW in tropical latitudes increases from about 8 Sv 
(experiment C l ) to 16 Sv (experiment C2). The zon
ally integrated transport of the NADW cell now extends 
down to the bottom, except south of 15°N, where a 
remnant of the AABW cell is present between 4500 
and 5500 m. As will be shown later (Fig. 10), the 
AABW has been pushed back only in the western basin 
of the North Atlantic. The corresponding high-reso
lution experiment (experiment 6) does not show a 
smooth adjustment to a new dynamic quasi equilib
rium; especially in the tropics, there are strong inter
annual oscillations in the streamfunction time series 
(see section 3, Fig. 5). The annual mean overturning 
pattern of the last model year (Fig. 8e) therefore rep
resents a snapshot near the end of the dynamic ad
justment process. The tendencies are similar as in the 
coarse-resolution case: the overturning of the upper 
cell and its vertical extent are increased throughout the 
model domain, while the AABW cell is reduced in 
transport and spatial extent.

In the spindown experiment C3, where surface cool
ing and boundary restoring below 700 m in the sub
polar North Atlantic were skipped, the main overturn
ing cell (Fig. 8c) becomes distinctly weaker than in 
experiment C l: the maximum transport has decreased 
from 17 Sv (experiment C l ) to 8 Sv (experiment C3) 
of which 7 Sv takes place within the northern boundary 
zone caused by the continued restoring to the Levitus 
climatology above 700 m. The weakened NADW cell 
goes along with an increased transport and extent of 
the AABW cell. The interface between the NADW cell 
and the AABW cell is lifted to about 2300 m. Similar 
effects on the relative strengths of the two overturning 
cells can be seen in the CME sensitivity studies of Hol
land and Bryan (1994) and in the experiments of 
Maier-Reimer et al. ( 1993 ) where the sensitivity to the 
surface heat flux was studied.

A detailed, quantitative validation of the overturning 
structures in the models is difficult. Only a few trans
atlantic sections are presently available. Roemmich and 
Wunsch ( 1985 ) show profiles of geostrophic transport 
across 36 °N that indicate two maxima in the southward 
flow at 1700 m and between 2500 and 4000 m (Fig.
9). The upper one is associated with the Labrador Sea 
Water (upper NADW) and the lower with the overflow 
water originating north of Iceland (lower NADW). The 
transport in the upper layers above 1200 m is directed 
to the north. The influence of AABW is represented 
by the northward transport below 4300 m.
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Fig . 9. Observed geostrophic northward transport per unit depth 
at 36°N  from Roem mich and Wunsch (1985) (R  +  W ) and the 
corresponding annual mean o f  zonally integrated, northward model 
transport per unit depth for (a ) cases C l and C2 and (b ) the high- 
resolution experiments 4 and 6.

As the model counterpart to the observed profiles, 
we consider the profiles of total volume transport per 
unit depth below the surface Ekman layers (Fig. 9). 
The reference states of both coarse- and high-resolution 
models (experiment C l and experiment 4) show only 
one southward maximum at 1700-m depth, corre
sponding to the upper NADW range, with a stronger 
than observed transport. The transport of lower 
NADW is significantly underrepresented in these ref
erence cases, indicating a lack of thermohaline forcing 
for that range, consistent with the missing core of dense 
overflow water in the northern restoring zone. Due to 
the too low density, the northern boundary condition 
probably contributes to the forcing of the transport in 
the upper NADW range.

In the coarse-resolution experiment with a dense core 
of DSOW in the restoring zone (experiment C2), the 
vertical profile changes distinctly (Fig. 9a). A weak 
southward maximum remains at 1700 m, whereas a 
new one has evolved around 4500 m. The zonally in
tegrated flow is actually reversed here. It mainly reflects 
the reversed velocities in the deep western basin (Fig.
10), where the northward flow of AABW in experiment
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C l is replaced by a strong southward flow of lower 
NADW in experiment C2. Thus, a change from cli
matological to actual section data in the northern 
boundary zone leads to a dramatic alteration of the 
deep flow structure. In experiment C2, the upper max
imum seems to be already too weak, compared to the 
observed profile of Roemmich and Wunsch (1985). 
Obviously, the relative weight of the two southward 
maxima is strongly dependent on the relative strength 
of the thermohaline fluxes at the surface (responsible 
for deep-water formation in the subpolar North Atlan
tic) and in the restoring zone to the east of Greenland 
(representing the effect of convection in the Nordic 
Seas). A better representation of the observed trans
ports would require considerable fine tuning (and 
knowledge) of these fluxes.

The change in the transport profile is less pro
nounced in the high-resolution case (Fig. 9b) due to 
the different efficiencies of thermohaline forcing in the 
northern buffer zone. However, the principle difference 
between C2 and C l can also be seen between experi
ment 6 and 4: a weakening of the upper southward

transport maximum and a strengthening of the trans
port in the lower NADW range.

During and after the establishment of the new ad- 
vective regime in C2, colder water from the north be
gins to enter the deep western basin. For example, the 
mean potential temperature in the area 81° to 45 °W 
and 10° to 45°N below 1000-m depth decreases from 
3.28°C in C l to 3.10°C in C2. The distinctly changed 
flow structure of C2 and, less important, the small de
crease of potential temperature in the deep western 
basin cause a substantial change in the northward heat 
transport (Fig. I la ) .  Experiment C l shows a maxi
mum of 0.82 PW near 32°N. The enhanced transport 
of the NADW cell in C2 corresponds to a distinctly 
enhanced northward heat transport throughout the 
model domain, with a maximum of 1.05 PW. The 
northward heat transport of C3 is on average about 
0.3 PW less than that of C l.

The heat transport in the final year of the high-res
olution experiment 6 shows a similar tendency as C2. 
Compared to experiment 4, the heat transport is en
hanced over the whole model domain (Fig. l i b ) .  The 
maximum increases from 0.76 PW (experiment 4) to 
0.93 PW (experiment 6).
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Fig . 11 .  Annual mean northward heat transport vs latitude for 
(a ) the coarse-resolution experiments C l, C2, and C3 and (b ) the 
high-resolution cases experiments 4 and 6.
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Horizontal and meridional circulation are not in
dependent of each other. Interaction of the deep ther- 
mohaline-driven flow and bottom topography can lead 
to significant bottom pressure torques that affect the 
vertically integrated circulation. The effect was dem
onstrated by Holland (1973) for an idealized ocean 
basin. Bryan et al. ( 1994) discuss its implications for 
the structure of the mean horizontal mass transport in 
the high-resolution CME experiments. The analogous 
term in the vorticity equation for the depth-averaged 
flow is represented by the Joint Effect of Baroclinicity 
and Relief (JEBAR).

The barotropic vorticity equation of the depth-av
eraged flow,

(e.g., see Willebrand 1989) gives the balance between 
temporal change of relative vorticity (left-hand side), 
planetary vorticity advection (first term on the right- 
hand side), JEBAR (second term on the right-hand 
side), turbulent and advective transports of vorticity. 
JEBAR represents a forcing term of the barotropic 
vorticity budget, which transmits baroclinie informa
tion to the barotropic streamfunction field. A detailed 
discussion of the vorticity budget is beyond the scope 
of the present paper; however, the role of JEBAR can 
be illuminated by examining the difference in the an
nual mean streamfunction patterns for the final states 
of C2 and C l.

The streamfunction \p of the reference experiment 
C l (Fig. 12a) shows the familiar gyre pattern in the 
subtropics and in the subpolar region along with weaker 
cells in the equatorial region. The horizontal transport 
of C2 (Fig. 12b) is generally stronger. As indicated by 
^(C 2) — ^ (C l ) (Fig. 12c), the differences are mainly 
confined to the western part of the basin and to the 
equatorial region. The maximum transport at 30°N 
increases from 40 to 60 Sv as an expression of the 
stronger, deeper, and eastward displaced DWBC core 
and an increased thermohaline-driven part of the upper 
western boundary current. For the same reasons, a local 
cell around 41 °N, 46°W  is established and the stream
function south of Newfoundland and along the North 
Atlantic Current is reduced. In Fig. 13 the JEBAR dif
ference between the two cases is displayed. Similar to 
the change of the barotropic streamfunction, maximum 
amplitudes are confined mainly to the western bound
ary and to the western part of the subpolar gyre, that 
is, the regions .where changes in the deep flow field are 
strongest. In the tropics, differences in JEBAR become 
small, indicating that higher order terms in the vorticity 
balance play a more fundamental role in determining 
the barotropic streamfunction.
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Fig . 12. Annual mean barotropic streamfunction (in  Sv) for (a )  
case C l, (b ) case C2 (both contour interval 5 Sv), and (c ) C2 — C l 
(contour interval 3 Sv).

5. Summary and conclusions

The adjustment of the deep ocean circulation to 
changes in the thermohaline fluxes acting at the sea 
surface evolves through several stages. The establish
ment of a thermodynamic equilibrium with prescribed 
atmospheric boundary conditions takes more than
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1000 years, a timescale set by the slow advective and 
diffusive processes of the deep ocean interior. In the 
present experiments with various versions of the CME 
model, we have not been concerned with these long
term aspects of the thermohaline circulation, but with 
the initial dynamic phase of the adjustment process 
during the first 1-2 decades and the characteristics of 
different dynamic quasi-equilibrium states.

A common problem of many numerical models of 
the large-scale, wind-driven, and thermohaline-driven 
circulation is a too weak northward heat transport in 
the subtropical North Atlantic, compared to the ob
servational result of 1.2 PW at 24°N (Haii and Bryden 
1982). The 1 ° version of the CME model in “standard” 
configuration (reference solution Cl ) has a maximum 
heat transport of 0.82 PW, very similar to the Atlantic 
model of Sarmiento ( 1986). Both models use a diag
nostic zone formulation at the artificial northern and 
southern boundaries, with a relaxation of model 6 and 
S  to the climatological values as given by Levitus 
(1982). Similar formulations have been used in the 
World Ocean model of Semtner and Chervin ( 1992), 
as a means to include the effect of the overflow waters. 
The present experiments show that the missing core of 
dense DSOW in the Levitus dataset has a devastating 
effect on the forcing of southward flow in the depth 
range of lower NADW. The vertical profile of merid
ional volume transport per unit depth in these exper
iments differs distinctly from the observational results 
of Roemmich and Wunsch (1985), who noted a double 
maximum in the deep-water transport in both the 1957 
and the 1981 data. Two distinct cores of deep south
ward flow along the continental slope of the subtropical 
and tropical North Atlantic are found also in Freon 
concentrations (Fine and Molinari 1988; Rhein et al. 
1994) and direct current measurements (Schott et al. 
1993). The transition to a restoring condition based

on actual section data from the Denmark Strait results 
in a strongly enhanced overturning (from 17 to 21 Sv 
at the maximum, and from 8 to 16 Sv in the Tropics) 
and leads to a pronounced maximum at the lower 
NADW level in the volume transport profile of the 10 
model. The change in overturning corresponds to an 
increase of the maximum northward heat transport 
from 0.83 to 1.05 Sv. In the high-resolution version of 
the model, with narrower and apparently less effective 
restoring zones, the maximum heat transport has in
creased from 0.76 PW to 0.93 PW in the 14th year 
after the switch to the actual section data.

The stronger southward transport at the lower 
NADW level is associated with a vertical expansion 
and intensification of the DWBC, and a weakening 
and southward displacement of the AABW cell. As an 
effect of the interaction of the altered deep flow field 
with the bottom topography (given by the JEBAR term 
in the barotropic vorticity equation), there are also 
distinct changes in the horizontal circulation. While 
the transport of the subpolar gyre is intensified 
throughout the western basin, the subtropical gyre is 
affected mainly near the western boundary. This be
havior is consistent with the analysis of the vorticity 
balance of the high-resolution CME cases by Bryan et 
al. ( 1994 ), who found a strong influence of the bottom 
torques induced by the thermohaline-driven deep flow 
throughout the subpolar gyre, while linear Sverdrup 
dynamics could explain much of the barotropic trans
port in the subtropical gyre, away from the western 
boundary. Strong effects of a changed meridional over
turning on the horizontal gyre circulations were also 
obtained by Gerdes and Köberle ( 1994) in a model 
study concerned with the influence of different surface 
boundary conditions in the Greenland-Iceland region. 
However, while their model results indicate a strength
ening of the gyre transport in a similar way as in the 
CME, there are some local, but important differences, 
for example, in the path of the G ulf Stream. In the 
model of Gerdes and Köberle ( 1994), a stronger ther
mohaline cell leads to a southward shift of the current 
axis and separation from the coast near Cape Hatteras. 
In the CME cases a similar tendency can be seen for 
the G ulf Stream downstream of Cape Hatteras, but 
neither the I o nor the 1/3° version show a salutary 
influence on the deleterious separation behavior that 
characterizes all high-resolution cases (Bryan and Hol
land 1989; Beckmann et al. 1994). The different be
havior suggests that higher-order dynamics could play 
an essential role at this point, possibly leading to a 
strong, but yet unknown effect of the particular nu
merical implementation of advective and diffusive 
processes.

We believe that the dynamic adjustment process of 
the deep ocean to a prescribed thermohaline forcing is 
not only of relevance for understanding the spinup 
mechanism in models like the CME, but may also be
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of importance for the ocean’s response to interannual 
changes in deep convection and water mass conversion. 
There is growing observational evidence of interannual 
variations in deep-water production rates and water 
mass properties of the subpolar North Atlantic.

Tracer observations in the Greenland Sea have 
shown a significantly reduced deep-water formation in 
the 1980s ( Rhein 1991 ; Schlosser et al. 1991 ), leading 
to a slow warming and salinification of the deep water 
(GSP Group 1993). Variations in the T -S  properties 
of the overflow waters have been observed in the Lab
rador Sea (Lazier 1988). A significant renewal of Lab
rador Sea Water (LSW) occurs in only 60% of the win
ters (Clarke and Gascard 1983). However, the dynamic 
effect of such variations in the source water masses for 
NADW on the large-scale circulation is largely un
known. Current meter records from the continental 
slope off eastern Greenland indicated only little sea
sonal and year-to-year changes (Dickson et al. 1990). 
On the other hand, there are indications for substantial 
deep circulation changes in the midlatitude North At
lantic. The Roemmich and Wunsch ( 1985 ) analysis of 
the transatlantic sections taken during the IGY (1957) 
and 1981 suggests a pronounced shift in the southward 
transport profile from upper to lower NADW, and 
Lippert ( 1992) noted that mean flow directions in the 
deep Sargasso Sea in the 1980s were opposite to the 
1970s. Large-scale changes in the North Atlantic tem
perature and salinity distributions had been found for 
the pentads 1955-59 and 1970-74 (Levitus 1989a,b). 
Using a diagnostic model to examine the relevance of 
these density differences for the North Atlantic circu
lation, Greatbatch et al. ( 1991 ) found a 30 Sv reduction 
in the G ulf Stream transport in 1970-74 compared to 
1955-59, and attributed the changes to a weakening 
of the thermohaline circulation. Evidence for rapid, 
that is, decadal, changes in circulation patterns also 
comes from geological and paleoceanographic obser
vations. Oxygen isotope records from the Greenland 
ice sheet show series of abrupt transitions between dif
ferent climatic states during much of the last glacial 
and preceding interglacial (GRIP 1993). Sediment 
records from the subpolar North Atlantic suggest, at 
least for the events that occurred during the last dégla
ciation, a correlation with changes in the North Atlantic 
circulation pattern (Boyle and Keigwin 1987; Lehman 
and Keigwin 1992).

While the numerical experiments reported here are 
not intended as a simulation of actual, low-frequency 
variations in the ocean circulation, the results nev
ertheless illuminate basic characteristics of the dynamic 
response of the ocean to changes in high-latitude ther
mohaline forcing. The initial response to a step-func- 
tion change in the high-latitude, thermohaline bound
ary conditions unfolds in two stages. In the primal stage, 
the signal is mediated rapidly by wave processes along 
the deep western boundary, leading to changes in the

western boundary current system. The transmission of 
the signal to the eastern boundary by Kelvin waves 
along the equator sets up the second stage of the dy
namic response, the baroclinie adjustment of the ocean 
interior governed by baroclinie Rossby waves. The dy
namic response in the present complex model of the 
wind- and thermohaline-driven circulation in realistic 
North Atlantic bathymetry thus proceeds, in principle, 
in a similar way as in the idealized models of Kawase 
(1987), Suginohara and Fukasawa (1988), and Kawase 
et al. ( 1992). There are differences, however, concern
ing the timescale of the initial response. The behavior 
during the first months depends on the horizontal res
olution of the numerical model: in the non-eddy-re
solving version of the model the wave fronts reach the 
subtropical North Atlantic after about one year, the 
equator after about two years. In the high-resolution 
version the response starts more abruptly; first effects 
at the equator are seen already after a few months. The 
changes in the deep western boundary current system 
are associated with significant changes in meridional 
transport, leading to a rapid signal in the zonally in
tegrated overturning and, correspondingly, in the me
ridional heat transport. The difference in the initial 
response time during the first four years must be due 
to the different numerical representation of the wave 
processes along the continental shelf: contrary to the 
coarse-grid case, the finer grid enables a better reso
lution of hybrid shelf waves, resulting in a faster signal 
transmission along the boundary.

As in the earlier, idealized model studies, the ad
justm ent to a new dynamic quasi equilibrium seems 
to be governed by the baroclinie Rossby waves, and 
takes about 10-15 years in the I o model. The 1/3° 
model could not be integrated for more than 14 years 
due to the heavy demands on computer time. In that 
case the adaptation to a new dynamic equilibrium is 
accompanied by intense interannual fluctuations in the 
volume transport, making quantitative conclusions 
about adjustment timescales more difficult. However, 
we do not expect the phase speed of the gravest baro
clinie Rossby wave modes, which are well resolved in 
either version, to differ very much between the two 
cases (e.g., see Wajsowicz 1986).

From the present experiments one cannot tell at 
which grid size the representation of these boundary 
wave phenomena begins to converge. However, the 
present results do suggest that the very coarse grids 
used in today’s coupled ocean-atmosphere models 
disable the fast wave modes and are therefore likely to 
overestimate the initial response time of the deep ocean 
circulation to changing surface fluxes. Model simula
tions of the effect of interannual or decadal variations 
in the surface conditions over the convection areas of 
the subpolar North Atlantic could thus critically de
pend on the grid resolution: the absence of fast waves 
in coarse-grid ocean models may act like a low-pass
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filter and could distort the response spectrum of the 
deep ocean circulation to a more red character. This 
filtering process may suppress the ability of the ther
mohaline circulation to “ feei” fast, say, year-to-year 
changes in the fluxes and convective activity. On the 
other hand the dynamic adjustment on the decadal 
timescale should be much less sensitive to grid reso
lution and hence a more robust process.
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